INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
FOR BALCO, INC.
DFHL SERIES FLOOR-TO-WALL EXPANSION JOINT COVER SYSTEMS
The following installation instructions are very important. Read them carefully, and be sure you understand them completely before you begin any work.

**STORAGE & HANDLING**
The expansion joint covers are shipped unassembled. Store this product in the horizontal position in a clean, dry location. This is a finished product. Store this product in a protected area.

![Diagram of expansion joint cover system]
Parts:
1. Wall Base Member
2. Wall Base Member Anchors
3. Center Plate w/Damper Tape
4. Sliding Edge Plate
5. Hinge
6. Cushion
7. Water Barrier
8. Double-sided Microsealant Tape
9. Single-sided Microsealant Tape

Tools Required:
The following tools are recommended for use in the installation of the joint cover system. However, Balco, Inc. does not provide these tools:
A. Drill Bits (for Concrete; Carbide, 3/8”).
B. Electric Drill
C. Phillips and Slotted Screw Drivers
D. Tape Measure
E. Markers

INSTALLATION
These installation instructions are for use in the installation of DFHL Series expansion joint cover systems. The joint cover system is illustrated in Figure 1. The joint cover system shall be installed as follows:

STEP 1. Review Balco, Inc. approved shop drawings for types and locations.

STEP 2. Select the mastic (by others) for water barrier installation. Spread the mastic on the substrate on the area of the corner wall surface onto which the water barrier will be installed and onto which the joint cover wall base member will be affixed, see Figure 2. Refer to the project details and the shop drawings to determine the placement and the width of the mastic.

STEP 3. Select the water barrier, and place it into its installed position, pressing it firmly into the mastic applied in Step 2, see Figure 3. Ensure that the water barrier is properly aligned and positioned. Make the appropriate allowances for water expulsion at this time.

STEP 4. Select the double-sided microsealant tape and the single-sided microsealant tape. Apply the
double sided microsealant tape continuously to the joint interface wall of the free floating plate side of the surrounding construction. Ensure that the top edge of the tape strip is nominally flush with the top surface of the assembly, see Figure 4.

**STEP 5.** Press the edge of the water barrier onto the double-sided tape so that it is secured to the assembly and so that the edge of the membrane is flush with the surface of the assembly, see Figure 5.

**STEP 6.** Select the single-sided microsealant tape. Place a continuous strip of the tape over the edge of the water barrier and onto the surface of the assembly, see Figure 6.

**STEP 7.** Select a section of the wall base member. Place the wall base member into its installed position. Ensure that it is straight, level, and properly aligned. Using the wall base member as a template, mark the location for the anchor holes on the concrete, see Figure 7. Remove the wall base member from its position and drill the anchor holes at the marked locations.

NOTE: DRILL ANCHOR HOLES 1/2" TO 1" DEEPER THAN ANCHOR EMBEDMENT. CLEAN ANCHOR HOLES OF DEBRIS.

**STEP 8.** Select the wall base member and its corresponding cover plate. Assemble the joint cover system by sliding the cover plate's plug into the wall base member's socket (Figure 8 & Figure 9).


**STEP 9.** Place the assembled system into its installed position. Ensure that the anchor holes in the wall base member are properly aligned with the anchor holes in the concrete.
STEP 10. Using the anchors provided by the factory, attach the joint cover system to the concrete (Figure 5).

NOTE: FOR INSTALLATIONS EXPOSED TO SIGNIFICANT DAILY OR SEASONAL TEMPERATURE CHANGES, LEAVE A GAP BETWEEN THE ADJOINING WALL BASE MEMBER AND THE ADJOINING CENTER PLATE EXTRUSIONS. THE GAP ALLOWS THE THERMAL EXPANSION OF THE EXTRUSIONS. THE RECOMMENDED GAP FOR EXTRUSIONS 10' 0" LONG OR LESS IS 1/8".

NOTE: THE ENDS OF THE SOCKETS IN THE BASE MEMBERS ARE CHAMFERED TO FACILITATE SLIDING OF THE COVER PLUG INTO THE SOCKET. IF IT IS NECESSARY TO TRIM A BASE MEMBER SECTION, BALCO, INC. RECOMMENDS LEAVING ONE OF THE SOCKET CHAMFERS INTACT AND SLIDING THE COVER PLUG INTO THE CHAMFERED END OF THE BASE MEMBER SOCKET TO ASSEMBLE THE SYSTEM.